back-bar inspection

Trends, tips, and useful information . . .

T

he “back-bar inspection” portion of our newsletter is designed to provide law enforcement personnel and our
stakeholders with up-to-date information on alcohol-related crime trends, enforcement tips, and additional information
that may be useful in enhancing ABC investigations. Although this section is specifically written for the purpose of
increasing officer awareness and reducing alcohol-related crimes, it will also enlighten all readers as to what is new in terms
of our response to irresponsible alcoholic beverage sales, service, and consumption.

Keg Sales Require Additional Safeguards
+

A closer look at keg beer requirements

M

any officers have experienced dispersing large parties only to discover abandoned beer kegs and have been
unable to ascertain the origin of the alcoholic beverage product. It is only reasonable to assume that problems
associated with underage possession and use of alcoholic beverages are greatly enhanced, as the quantity of the
beverage is increased. To assist in controlling these problems, officers are reminded that the sale of large quantities of
beer, typically contained in aluminum keg containers, imposes additional legal requirements on the retailer. The purpose of
these additional registration requirements is to create a means of tracking keg purchases in the event the keg ends up in
the hands of underage individuals. Through a full understanding of the laws governing keg sales, officers will be able to
protect our communities by reducing the likelihood that underage individuals will have the ability to purchase beer in large
quantities.
By definition, a keg is a barrel having the capacity of 30-gallons. This size keg is extremely heavy (350 lbs.) and is not sold
in California. The most frequently used keg container in California is a half barrel which contains 15.5 gallons, or
approximately 160, 12-ounce beers. A quarter barrel, often referred to as a pony keg, contains 7.75 gallons of beer
(approximately 80, 12-ounce beers). The smallest keg container contains five gallons and is sold as a sixth barrel. Due to
metric conversion, imported beer is sold in containers of 13.2 gallons. Requirements pertaining to keg beer registration are
delineated in Section 25659.5 of the Business and Professions Code (B&P). When dealing with keg registration, it is
important to remember that this section only applies to beer keg containers of a six-gallon capacity or more.
Note: When purchasing beer in a keg container, the purchaser is only obtaining the beer product. To recover the
beer from the keg requires tapping equipment, which is usually rented for an additional cost from the keg provider
or is personally owned by the individual making the keg purchase.
Section 25659.5 (a) B&P requires that all retailers selling keg beer for consumption off the premise place an identification
tag on all kegs at the time of sale and shall require the signing of a receipt for the keg of beer by the purchaser. The
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prenumbered identification tags and receipt books are supplied to the retailers by the Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control (ABC) at a cost of $21 for 100 identification tags and $9 per receipt book. Beer keg identification tags are five
inches by three inches in size, yellow in color, and sequentially numbered. Information placed on the identification tag
identifies the location and date of sale. The tag is affixed to the outside of each keg at the time of sale and must not be
removed until after the keg is returned to the retailer. Retailers are prohibited from refunding any deposit on the return of a
keg that does not have an identification tag.
ABC regulations also require retailers to document information that can be used to identify the keg purchaser. Specific
information pertaining to the identification (name, address,
date of birth, and valid identification) of the purchaser
must be completed on the beer keg registration form
prior to the sale of any keg of beer. The purchaser must
sign the form, which also places the purchaser on notice
regarding penalties for removing keg identification tags.
In the upper, right-hand corner of the receipt is a space
to allow placement of the corresponding identification
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RECEIPT MAINTENANCE: ABC retailers are required to maintain
copies of beer keg transactions for a period of six-months. Note
the corresponding registration tag number in the upper righthand corner.

tag number. Receipt books
contain 50 duplicate receipts and are
maintained by the retailer for a period of
six months. Should the retailer fail to require
the completion and signing of the receipt, he/she
would be in violation of 25659.5 (b) B&P.
To assist officers in field investigations, the tag identification
numbers can be traced through the Department of ABC to
determine which ABC licensee was assigned specific lot
numbers. Officers can contact their local ABC District
Office for assistance in this endeavor. It is a misdemeanor
to possess a keg containing beer with knowledge that
the identification tag has been removed (Section 25659.5
(c) B&P).
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Anhauser Busch distributors estimate that only five to eight
percent of off-sale ABC retailers sell keg beer. Though this
number is small, the potential problems that could occur
with large quantities of beer ending up in the hands of
minors are great. By holding retailers accountable to keg
regulations, the likelihood that underage individuals will be
able to purchase alcoholic beverages in large quantities will
be greatly reduced.

BY THE GALLON: Keg beer is sold in various sized containers
(clockwise from the right) half barrel (15.5 gallons), one-quarter
barrel (7.75 gallons), sixth barrel (5 gallons), and import keg (13.2
gallons). Beer Keg Registration Tag (right) identifies origin of keg
and contains an ABC identification tag number that can also be
used to trace the origin of the product.
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